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ABSTRACT: Motion sickness can occur when the sensory inputs about body position contradict what is expected. It can be provoked by abrupt changes in movement, such as occur during bumpy rides, turbulent flights, and rough seas. Signs of motion sickness include pallor, restlessness, and cold sweat. In later stages, nausea, excessive salivating, and vomiting occur. It involves both genetic and environmental cues. The precise etiology of motion sickness remains a mystery. The classic “sensory conflict” explanation suggests motion sickness is triggered when the brain interprets sensory messages regarding movement as inharmonious. The present paper aims to characterize the susceptibility frequency of motion sickness among the non-nepali and nepali population of Asansol. Nepali populations are more susceptible to motion sickness than the non-nepali population as observed in this study. This study emphasizes the important genetic role behind the motion sickness than the environmental cues.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Motion sickness can occur when the sensory inputs about body position contradict what is expected. It can be provoked by abrupt changes in movement, such as occur during bumpy rides, turbulent flights, and rough seas. It can also occur when one is exposed to moving visual scenes while the body is in a relatively fixed state. Early signs of motion sickness include pallor, restlessness, and cold sweat. In later stages, nausea, excessive salivating, and vomiting occur [1]. The degree of
symptoms that result from an acute exposure to provocative stimuli vary with the intensity of the stimulus and one’s susceptibility to this condition. The matter of susceptibility involves both genetic and environmental cues. Although visually induced motion sickness (VIMS) has been reported in fixed-base flight and automobile simulation [2,3,4] and in a variety of non-vehicular virtual environments [5,6,7]. The precise etiology of motion sickness remains a mystery. The classic “sensory conflict” explanation, posed by Reason and Brand and supported by subsequent studies, suggests motion sickness is triggered when the brain interprets sensory messages regarding movement as inharmonious [8]. These messages are delivered by the parts of the body that detect motion, including the vestibular receptors, the eyes, and proprioceptors in the skin, muscles, and other tissues. Sometimes the incoming signals from these sensory sites conflict with each other; other times these signals conflict with the brain’s “positional memory” [9]. The traditional sensory conflict theory does not explain motion sickness produced by all conditions. Additional sensory inputs other than those traditionally thought to trigger motion sickness may play some role. Mittelstaedt and others, for instance, recently introduced evidence suggesting inputs from visceral graviceptors may contribute to how the body determines its position [10,11]. Another theory for some cases of motion sickness is the postural instability theory, based on experiments in which motion sickness was preceded by statistically significant increase in postural sway. In these cases, motion sickness symptoms were not linked to sensory conflict, but rather to a decreased ability to actively control the body’s postural motion [12,13]. It has been shown that circular vection induces symptoms of motion sickness in approximately 60% of healthy human subjects [14,15]. The vestibular system of the inner ear, which senses motion and body position and influences balance, signals ‘moving’ to the brain, while the eye signals ‘stationary’ because the car or boat appears stationary relative to the viewer. The vestibular system is also thought to serve as a sensor of disequilibrium-causing neurotoxins (i.e. a toxin detector) and is believed to trigger the emetic response in order to rid the body of toxins. Thus, motion sickness may be an aberrant trigger of the emetic response. However, gravity is sensed by the otoliths within our inner ears. These otoliths function as head fixed linear accelerometers [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Evidence for the involvement of the vestibular system comes from the observation that individuals with complete loss of the vestibular apparatus, a component of the vestibular system, are immune to motion sickness [21].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Candidates were chosen by means of random sampling from different pockets of Asansol during the time of study. Both the non-nepali and nepali peoples were asked regarding their sickness susceptibility during motion. Sickness susceptibility includes nausea, dizziness, headache, nausea, excessive salivating and vomiting during the time of motion, as moving through car or bus. From non-nepali population 2111 people were asked for motion sickness, out of which 991 were male and 1120 were female and from nepali population out of 1109 people 468 were male and 641 were
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1: The data are expressed in the column chart and by pie chart. 27% of nepali population are susceptible to motion sickness, whereas 8.95% are from non-nepali population.

A. Column chart showing unaffected and affected percentage in non-nepali and nepali population.
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**Fig 1: Non-nepali population**
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**Fig 2: Nepali population**

B. Pie chart showing unaffected and affected percentage in non-nepali and nepali population.
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**Fig 3: Non-nepali population**
Fig 4: Nepali population

8.37% of males of non-nepali origin are prone to motion sickness and 6.19% males of nepali population are show the susceptibility.

A. Column chart showing unaffected and affected percentage among males of non-nepali and nepali population.

Fig 5: Non nepali population

Fig 6: Nepali population
B. Pie chart showing unaffected and affected percentage among males of non-nepali and nepali population.

Fig: 7: Non-nepali population

Fig 8: Nepali population

3.3: Nepali female population is highly susceptible for motion sickness and show 33.22% than the non-nepali female which show 9.46%.

A. Column chart showing unaffected and affected percentage among females of non-nepali and nepali population.

Fig 9: Non-nepali female population
DISCUSSION

Nepali and non-nepali people were identified by their phenotype, generally the nose of the nepali people is tapered than the non-nepali people, but this is not the sole identifying character. Final judgements were done by the names. From this study it is observed that nepali people are more prone to motion sickness than the people from non-nepali origin. Susceptibility of motion sickness is found more in males of non-nepali than nepali people, in case of female the scenario is just opposite. Interestingly the frequency of susceptibility in nepali female population is much higher.
than the non-nepali female population and which is not true for the males. Genes in regions associated with motion sickness appear to play roles in eye and ear development, balance and other neurological processes and glucose homeostasis. Two of the genome-wide-significant regions contain hypoxia-inducible genes. Motion sickness tends to be more common in women and younger people than in male. It is heritable. it is just because of genetics, according to the first ever genome wide association study on motion sickness done by researchers at 23 and Me. 23 and Me researchers conducted their study on motion sickness and 35 variants were found that were significantly associated with the condition. Up to 70% of a person’s risk for motion sickness is due to genetics. Due to conflicting signals in the inner ear, eyes and sensory receptors, motion sickness arises. This phenotypic association between motion sickness and its symptoms like vertigo, migraines helps provide many ideas about the causes and genetics of motion sickness [22]. Motion sickness is induced by a neurosensory mismatch that results in the symptoms of nausea and tachygastria and increased beta-endorphin [23], vasopressin [24;25] and epinephrine [26]. In this study the most important finding is nepali female are highly susceptible than the non-nepali female population and this is far more than the susceptibility between the males of the nepali and non-nepali. As the population is mixed and the nepali people are living at Asansol for a long time so the acting environment is more or less same for all. Thus the major role player for this susceptibility is the genes than the environment can be concluded from this study. Susceptibility to MS is affected by both ethnic origin and by gender in a rather complex fashion [27], as the persistance of motion sickness is found more in nepali population and females are more affected than male in the same. Thus the present study shows its consistency and supports the outcome of the previous worker.

4. CONCLUSION
Motion sickness, although the frequency of susceptibility is moderate and vary from gender to different ethnic group but very little focus is given in this milieu. Different medicines are found in the literature but their function may vary among individuals. Both the environmental and the genetic factors are responsible for the motion sickness. The inheritance pattern of this sickness is still lacking, although few SNP are discovered which are closely associated with the development of eye and ear. Thus this paper is a small step toward the journey of motion sickness.
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